Social Media
Whether you are a BHCC Grad or you are here to celebrate a BHCC Grad, we invite you to join the Commencement conversation on social media. Be sure to use #BHCCCommencement to share your story with other attendees!

Photographs
Bunker Hill Community College requests that all Commencement guests remain in their seats while taking photographs. The College will post official event photos following the event at bhcc.edu/ceremonyhighlights and on the College’s Facebook page.

Photographs of the graduates as they cross the stage are also available for purchase from Commencement Photos, Inc. Visit cpigrads.com and enter BHCC’s online code 26780 to purchase.

About This Program
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this Commencement program, printing deadlines may result in the omission of some names and the inclusion of the names of persons not completing graduation requirements as intended. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s final academic or degree status. Final degree status is reflected on a student’s transcript, and part of their permanent record, once all degree requirements are completed. Student’s academic records are maintained by the Registrar.
Forty-fourth Commencement Exercises

SATURDAY, MAY 19, 2018 • 11 A.M.

Presiding
Pam Y. Eddinger, Ph.D., President

Order of Procession
Adam Holdaway, Bagpiper
Suffolk County Sheriff’s Department Honor Guard

Chief Marshal
Pamela Schmidt, Professor, Early Childhood Development and Human Services Department

Assistant Marshals
Stephen T. Novick, Assistant Professor, Criminal Justice & Public Safety Department
Tua Nefer, Associate Professor, English Department

Degree Candidates

Certificate Candidates

The Faculty and Staff of the College
(in order of appointment)

Platform Party
Pam Y. Eddinger, Ph.D., President
Senator Sal N. DiDomenico, State Senator, Massachusetts
Secretary Rosalin Acosta, Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development in Massachusetts
Elena Quiroz-Livanis, Board Member, Massachusetts Board of Higher Education
Members of the Bunker Hill Community College Board of Trustees
Susan Benitez, President, Student Government Association
Lee Santos Silva, Professor and Chairperson, English Department
James F. Canniff, Ed.D., Provost and Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs
John K. Pitcher, Vice President of Administration and Finance
Welcome
President Eddinger

National Anthem
Frances Botelho-Hoeg, accompanied by Axel Schwintzer and Evan Carley

Remarks
Susan Benitez
Lee Santos Silva
Elena Quiroz-Livanis
William J. Walczak

President’s Distinguished Service Award
Presented by President Eddinger to Sal N. DiDomenico, State Senator, Massachusetts

Commencement Address
Rosalin Acosta, Secretary, Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development in Massachusetts

President’s Leadership Award
Presented by President Eddinger to Carolina Sareyed-Dim and Karen Guadalupe Peraza Beltran

Trustees’ Distinguished Service Award
Presented by Chair Walczak to The Bunker Hill Community College Hunger Team

Presentation of Degree and Certificate Candidates
Provost Canniff with the assistance of Professor Richard W. Boulware, Professor Donna Misrati, Associate Professor Wissal Nouchrif and Assistant Professor Bryan Craven

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates
President Eddinger

Recessional*
*The audience will please rise while the Faculty and Staff and the Platform Party are entering and leaving. Please remain at your seats until the Platform Party and the Faculty and Staff have finished the Recessional March at the completion of the exercises.

Guests of our graduates are welcomed to enjoy a post-event reception with light snacks following the Commencement ceremony.

Graduates are asked to return to the gymnasium immediately following the ceremony for class gift pickup and a drawing for various prizes. Graduates may then join their guests at the post-event reception.

Kindly mute all cell phones during the ceremony.

Janet Bergstrom and Mark Riley, American Sign Language Interpreters, are certified by the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf and the Massachusetts Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing.

Computer-Aided Realtime Translation provided by Mona Leviton.
President’s Distinguished Service Awardee

Presented by President Eddinger to the Honorable Sal N. DiDomenico, Massachusetts State Senator

This award is presented annually at Commencement to an individual who has rendered extraordinary service to our community and to the students of Bunker Hill Community College.

The College honors Sal N. DiDomenico, a long-time advocate for community colleges and friend of the College, for his commitment to enhancing the lives of his constituents and residents across the Commonwealth. Since his election to the Senate, Senator DiDomenico has been a vocal advocate of ensuring high quality and accessible early education for children in the Commonwealth and improving economic opportunity for working families.

Senator DiDomenico has filed several major pieces of legislation that have been signed into law focusing on issues of community development, education, children’s health, election laws, human services and public safety. A stalwart supporter for language opportunity and asset-based education, Senator DiDomenico sponsored a bill proposing reform in bilingual education across the Commonwealth in 2017.

2018 Commencement Speaker

The Honorable Rosalin Acosta, Secretary of Labor and Workforce Development in Massachusetts

State Secretary Rosalin Acosta is a recognized leader, public speaker and cultural ambassador on matters of diversity, motivating youth and Latino leadership. She was named among Boston’s Most Influential Women by the Women of the Harvard Club, El Planeta’s Top 100 Most Influential Hispanics in Massachusetts and Get Konnected’s 100 Most Influential People of Color in Boston.

Before joining the Baker-Polito administration, Acosta gained respect as a financial and banking service professional. She has more than 30 years of experience at Greater Boston financial institutions, and has served in many community and civic capacities.

Born in Cuba, Acosta came to the United States at the age of four. She earned a Bachelor of Arts from Wesleyan University in Connecticut where she was a member of the Women’s Varsity Ice Hockey Team. She is the proud mother of five children.

Trustees’ Distinguished Service Award

Presented by Board of Trustees Chair William J. Walczak to the Bunker Hill Community College Hunger Team

Amy E. Boudreau, Research Data Assistant, Institutional Effectiveness
Kristen M. Brouker-Botelho, Manager of Advancement Operations, Institutional Advancement & Foundation
Julie Elkins, Dean of Students
Marilyn K. Kuhar, Executive Director, Institutional Advancement & Foundation
Kristine E. Larkin, Academic Counselor/Coordinator, Single Stop Program
David J. Leavitt, Executive Director, Institutional Effectiveness
Karen M. Norton, Executive Director, Integrated Marketing and Communications
Kathleen B. O’Neill, Director, Single Stop Program
James “Wick” R. Sloane, Senior Special Programs Coordinator, Transfer Services
R. Arlene Vallie, Director, Learning Communities
Brooke L. Yarborough, Director, Digital Marketing and Media Relations

The Hunger Team comprises a group of College faculty and staff who advocate for immediate and long-term solutions to food insecurity for Bunker Hill Community College and other institutions of higher education.

During 2017, the Hunger Team accomplished front-line and policy goals that catapulted the Hunger Initiative forward. Highlights included the inaugural convening of the Voices of Hunger, a state-wide gathering of higher education practitioners to share best practices in basic needs services and policies. The convening is now rotating annually to the public colleges, furthering awareness, practices and momentum.

The Hunger Team is also participating in a research grant with the Wisconsin Hope Lab to examine the link between food security and college success. Equally important is the Hunger Team’s support of policy work in tracking the first-ever Food Insecurity study undertaken by the Federal General Accountability Office, to be completed in early Fall 2018. The study will provide data for analysis and to ground future policy work.
**Honors Graduates**

During the Commencement Exercises, you will notice the gold tassels which distinguish the caps of some candidates for the associate degree. These students, the honors graduates of the class of 2018, have consistently demonstrated high academic achievement while attending the College. Students receiving their degrees with honors are in three categories: Honors, High Honors and Highest Honors. Honors graduates are denoted by a “*” symbol in the program.

**Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society**

The Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society is a chapter of the National Honor Society, Phi Theta Kappa. The emblem of Phi Theta Kappa is a gold key. Across the center is a black band upon which appear the Greek letters, “Phi,” “Theta” and “Kappa,” standing for wisdom, aspiration and purity. During the ceremony, graduates who are members of the Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society can be identified by the gold Phi Theta Kappa stole worn over the regular academic gown. Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society graduates are denoted by a “º” symbol in the program.

**Bunker Hill Community College**

**Commonwealth Honors Program**

The Honors Program offers students from any academic discipline the opportunity to study and learn in an academically challenging and enriching learning environment. During the ceremony, graduates who have completed the Honors Program can be identified by a gold medallion.

**Degree Candidates**

Degree candidates listed in this program have been identified as eligible to participate in the Commencement ceremony. Participation in the ceremony and/or listings in the program does not constitute conferral of degree or awarding of honors. Cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) used to identify Honors graduates was based on the GPA prior to the printing of the program and may not reflect the final GPA. Eligibility for Honors will be reevaluated for pending graduates when GPAs are final and may be different from what is listed in this program.

**ASSOCIATE IN ARTS**

**Business Concentration**

Aina Nur Nadhirah Binti Abdul Rahman*
Abdurrahman Moh G. Abudahair**
Abdralaheem Mohamed Jumah Abudahir**
Comlan M. Adjindah*
Ali Akdemir*
Wilnel Alamo**
Anyeri B. Almanzar*
Vanessa Alves
Fernanda Pimentel Araujo
Ariela Araujo-Rodriguez
Van D. Archbold
Milanith A. Aviles
Zamir Baez
Hind Bakkali
Mamadou Saliou Balde**
Omobola Georgina Banjo**
Mario W. Barreto Lopes
Caitlin Barry
Scott E. Barry
Desire A. Bearup**
Susan M. Benitez**
Esvialine Blanc
Soriyaphea Bona*
Dmitriy Bondarenko*
Chaimaa Boulal*
Hamza Boumahta
Justine Braconnier*
Genielou Brogan**
Taniqwah Burthwright*
Camilo Cardona*
Natali Cardona
Huimin Chen*
Chun Wai Cheung
Charlie Chiquillo*
Kyoko D. Coren-Hawkins*
Victor M. Cruz
Jean-Claude J. Darbouze*
Sara Dawoud**
Alyson H. De Araujo
Lydia De Carvalho Ferreira**
Dogukan Degirmenci
David Del Rosario
Mayak M. Deng
Kevin Dereaux*
Schuni N. Derius
Ilenia Di Chiara*
Kaila Douglas
Anna Duong
Janessa Duterville
Saida Elalaoui
Hrushikesh Jayesh Engineer
Peter J. Ewert*
Farah Amelia Binti Fakrul Ariffin*
Jean E. Fanfan
Cassio Lauriano Ferreira*°
Dorsainvil Gabriel
Kwamy A. Gamadeku
Ianiece M. Gatlin*°
Wilken Geneus*°
Visciera G. Givans
Priscilla M. Gonzalez*°
Quatisha E. Green
Xiaomin He*
Aileen H. Hermiz
Thu Anh Ho*°
Nanami Hokama*°
Simon Robert Erik Holtmo*°
Toshiya Honda*
Mohammed N. Hossain**
Adolphe M. Janvier
Natalie Juba Parham
Igor Khrapach*
Samira Kottat*°
Essi Kwasi*°
Chiu Ming Lam**
Angela M. Lazo
Ordonez*
Han Thuy Ngoc Le*
Van D. Le*
Helen Li*
Simin Lian*
Yunyan Lian*
Emerson L. Loaiza-Gonzalez*
Nathan Loi*
Stacy Loke*
Abimael Lorenzo
Deivid E. Machado*°
Joao J. MacHado
Nuria J. Marcos
Rodriguez
Victor Marreiro Silva Ribeiro*°
Elvia Marta*°
Shimir A. McAndrew
Tsedeke Mentase*
Mohamad Fariz
Mohamad Dzakir*
Edmilson C. Moreira*°
Aya Mossa**
Patricia N. Nah
Robert L. Nascimento
Vanessa D. Neves
Alex T. Nguyen
David Nguyen*
Gabriel K. Nyasembi
Morgane Ontala Lewori
Hernando Ortega*°
Malin Gry Otthen*°
Abnelson Pacombe
Rigoberto A. Penn-Richardson
Joshua Perez
Adjanie Pierre*°
Zachary Pierre
Valerie L. Rateau
Ruth B. Rivas*
Jason Sagastume
Steven A. Salmon
Paloma Sanchez*°
Franklin Santana
Thais M. Segundo*
Eunyoung Shin*°
Rafael Jorge Soares de Brito de Sousa*
Heidi Soto*°
Lauwra Suwanta*°
Jean G. Syllien
Dhiraj Tamang
Nicholas P. Teneriello*
Gustavo Teza*
Raphi A. Thelemaque
Khouloua Traiba*
Linh Mai Tran*
Tai Nhan Tran
Shontelle N. Trotman
Christian Tuccella Rogato*°
Monica Tuccella Rogato*°
Flavio M. Valenzuela*
Krishna S. Wood
Kaiping Xu*
Yuting Yang*
Biying Ye*°
Charafeddine Zaitoun*
Katty Sofia Zamarron Cepeda
Agnes Karine S. Zeferino*°
Linlin Zhu*
Business Transfer
Bryan Calderon
Romarsha Cesar
Olga Gozdek*°
Natalie D. Gutierrez*°
Nanaka Kohlbach*°
Rei Kule*°
Communication Concentration
Abdullah Almotawa*°
Ana Cristina Baptista Castrillo
Pamela S. Cahill*°
Sarah A. Cohen*°
Jean Marc David*
Rong Deng*°
Michael J. Desteiano*°
Andrew Paul Fitzgerald
Precious K. Guerrero*°
Amira Hodzic*°
Maxime S. Isaac*°
Michaela Nelson
Camille A. Nichols*°
Cristina D. Paule*°
Khyara Payne
Adrienne L. Smith-Deveney
Asia Spain-Dixon
Alexandra Stiles Greenlaw*
Jessica L. Tanguy*
Cory Templehol*
Raven Simone Thomas
Damon L. Waiters
Trevor A. Ward*
Shakira Young
Computer Information Systems Concentration
Nagid Craig
Tyler Cummings*
Eric Dutkiewicz
Anthony J. Hernandez
Amaury Severino
Patricia Torrento
Computer Science Concentration
Alda H. Dasilva
Ricardo Dorancy
Anh Nguyen Le*
Werner D. Ordonez Salguero*°
Ji Sang Park*
Marwan Rahmatullah Qari
Dong Eun Shin*
Chi Tac Ung*°
Gemima Lydie Wembalonge*
Education Concentration
Claire Anthea Aki Cobham*°
Felicia Beaton*°
Seth Beecher*°
Louise K. Bonneau
Peter J. Broderick*
Deyse C. Carvalho
Tania Cotto Rosario*
Rachel A. Denning*
Paul Foley
Fabiola M. Gonzalez Solis*
Marshall Greene
Mikey H. Jimenez*°
Tayla L. Jones
Ana M. Lopez*
Surya Mani Madhala
Nazaire*
Bouchra C. Malki*
Caroline K. Nguyen*
Janely Pagan
Wilber J. Pineda*°
Aleta Thomas*
Rose Katie Vu*
Ryan M. Whiting*
Xinyue Yu*°

* Honors        º Alpha Kappa Mu

** 2018 COMMENCEMENT **

English Concentration
Christopher J. Abrahamsen
Sarah G. Clement
Michael A. Costantini*
Isabel P. Everett*°
Richard Guzman*
Marian E. Hajjar
Brittany A. Hunter*
Rachelle Laine
Davis Lugo*
Shumpei Ochi
Rebecca Philippe*°
Carolina Sareyed-Dim*°
Renato R. Silva*
Riley M. Stitt*
Daniel William Young*

Fine Arts Concentration
Britney W. Chin
Kamila Paulina Fyda*
Cheila M. Martinez°
Benny Rivera
Michael Rivera*
Emilio Vieira De Rabelo E Silva*

Foreign Language Concentration
Shao Chen*
Celma C. Dos Santos Fern

Sarah Lesniak*°

General Concentration
Maryan Abo°
Milman Admettre*
Robertha Alexis-jeudy*
Orelia Alla
Karen A. Alves*
Jessica T. Banks
Maxine V. Baptiste
Diana Batista
Aduapemi Benson
Maria Bergman*°
Luis J. Bernabel*
Darlande Berry
Crystal A. Bingham
Monique V. Boyd
Sean M. Boyle
Yvette D. Brea Soto
Rebecca M. Broomstein
Demekka R. Burton
Kisaira M. Cabrera
Kathleen A. Cahill
Seth C. Carrier
Olivia G. Casella
Cassandra Chancy
Keyri Chan-Ramirez
Metichela Charles*
Stephanie Charles
Guangqian Chen*
Noah Ch-Hab
Jasmine R. Chung
Kashella F. Clarke*
Natalie Clerger
Clarissa Cooper*°
Carla P. Cox
Jerrell Cox
Veronica Cruz
Natasha Cuevas
Curissa Q. Dancy-Bennett*
Robert Decker*
Dominique J. Dennis
Fatoumana B. Diallo*
James L. Duff
Sika N. Eloi
Brantzky J. Enoci
Blake Erler
Jennifer Y. Feng*
Jill E. Ferro*
Diego Omar Flores
Neyra
Frantz F. Francois
Nicholas R. Freni*°
Nikolia G. Galanopoulos
Lauren V. Galloway
Kimberly B. Gamez*
Brenda R. Garcia
Grace Garcia°
Ivette Garcia
Bianna Gomes
Sandy N. Gomes
Karina L. Gooding
Edith Carolina Gutierrez*
Kimberl A. Gutierrez
Benjamin Hafizovic
Maryan Hassan*
Shoshana B. Heerter*°
Randall Henriquez
Grinelsen Hernandez
Sulekha Ismail*°
Nia A. Isreal
Omar Jeylani
Tarcia Jimenez
Vilder Joachin
Verdicka Johnson*
Theresa-Ann F. Jordan*°
Cassandra W. Josaphat
Duangporn Ketkaew*°
Tatayana Kolesnikova*°
Kevin A. Larios*°
Woolzande N. Legrand
Jasmine E. Lemus
Rosa Esperanza Lemus-Alfano
Vanessa Leroy
Victoria A. Long
Elton Lopesvaz
Andreelle Louis*
Gema E. Louis*
David J. Lovett
Melissa K. Lucien°
Matthew D. Lyons*
Michael A. Marshall*
Ana I. Martin
Steicy I. Martins
Marya Masood
Nubia Mena-Bernal
Fabiola R. Michel
Sheila Michel
Gina Minichiello*
Ashley M. Murray*
Danielle M. Nalen*
Pamian Nasirahmad
Ellison Nguyen*
Shelly Noll*°
Onorioda A. Nyaro
Juliet Elisabeth O’Leary
Shevon R. O’Neal*°
Ashlee R. Owens
Anna M. Panell*
Constantino Pannullo
Jisoo Park*
Jill M. Parsons
Lyxandra T. Perez
Duyen H. Phan*°
Woosbed Pierre Rene°
Justin J. Pina
Tiffany Posey
Estephanie N. Ramirez
Acevedo*
Bonnie Ramos°
Yesica Ramos Villalobos
Marie E. Raymond
Lauren Reiss*
Alex Rivera
Abria Roberts
Mersadyse Rodrigues
Yanely J. Romero*°
Giannina K. Rosas

*° 2018 COMMENCEMENT
Rosa E. Ruiz*
Samira Z. Sadiq*
Christelle M. Salomon
Lillian M. Santo*
Marco Savage
Zebiba M. Seid*
Thomas J. Sheets
Tina Sieu*
Joycealyn M. Sloan
Peter D. Sloop*
Jessica Slowe*
Justin A. Smith*
Rhonda K. Smith*
Orielis R. Soto
Shauna Soto**
Laura K. Spencer*
Marianela Suero
Nzingha Sumrall
Kristin E. Tammick**
Dulcelina P. Tavares
Merrilyn Y. Taylor**
Elnay Tessera
Akriti Thapa
Stephanie Thomas
Jokari Trueheart II
Danielle J. Tulloch**
Ariana T. Valdez*
Margaret Valdez
Jacob Vetree
Vanessa Vilbert
Eric Waggner*
Louidemeyard Xavier**
Shanrong Xie
Paulina B. Yennah**
Egal M. Yusuf

History and Government Concentration
Ahmed Z. Abusharkh**
Andira B. Alves**
Robert F. Buoncuore**
Christopher J. Casey**
Keith Clark**

Bertha M. Del Valle*
Izabella Demedeiros**
Reina Guevara Perez**
Christian J. Hashem*
Thomas C. Jenkins**
Juliai P. Medrano
Eduardo Moreno
Thomas Riley**
Nadia Rukarangira**
Peter Tsang
Gladys L. Ulloa
Leighanne Duest**
Carla Elder
Michael J. Fahey*
Marissa Freedman
MacKendy Gabriel
Natalie Y. Gallego*
Meghan M. Goggins**
Mahlet Goshime*
Francelle Gregoire
Thiago J. Gunha*
Fartuney H. Haji-Ali
Shontelle R. Hall
Nadaje C. Hendrix
Danelle Henry**
Leo T. Henry*
Lorna B. Ibanda
Rabbi Malembo
Kasanda**
Kwanga Kaweza**
Samuel C. Kawuma*
Valencia S. Keel
Vaishali D. Kotak
Kan Arthur Joel
Kouadio**
Marcell S. Jones McLean
Terriean Lakes
Safiya Lilley
Yanine N. Lindo*
Frantz Louis
Marielys Lopez
Ambar C. Mateo*
Wanda F. McDuffie
Erin M. McLaughlin*
Steff Merizer
Matthew J. Metzger*
Shaquania K. Moses
Oscar Mwawu
Mohammed Naoumi*
Lynn Nguyen
Gloria E. Nieves Arvelo
Kayla Nikou*
Gabriel K. Oppenheimer**

Liberal Arts Concentration
Kibru D. Agezi*
Elizabeth O. Aiworo
Daniela Andreina Albarran Contreras*
Zakaria M. Ali
Efrain Avalo
Nataly Avendano*
Yasmin Barreto
John R. Barker*
Sydney A. Bears
Elsa Z. Belachew*
Susan M. Benitez**
Melinsey P. Bernard
Chelse A. Bottiglio
Sarah K. Branley*
Veronica A. Brea
Jeanmessamon Brimage
Catherine Briones**
Bridgeette M. Brown
Mukamuliza L. Bujiriri**
Cheryl Cadeau
Lizbeth J. Cardozo
Genesis Carmona
Teresa Carroll**
Guerry Colas*
Martha Sarai Cordova-Lorenzo
Roselin C. Covas
Laura Celia Crystal*
Kathryn L. Davidson**
Marlene Dorvil-Memeus

History and Government Concentration
Janille Mary Hartung*
Emmanuel B. Knaggs
Xiaoyuan Liu*
Mengting Wang**

Mathematics Concentration
Jennifer Padilla
Lawrence Daniel Pennucci
Karen Guadalupe Peraza
Beltran*
Marie Pierre
Nehemie L. Pierre*
Jennifer L. Raiche**
Valentina Alexandra Recao Santana
Evan P. Robertson
Leroy Rodriguez Jr
Jessica M. Rudolph
Nadine Saintus
Jigme Sangye*
Sasha Santana
Nyeka Amenda Scott**
Ronimarcia G. Shannon**
Alandra S. Sheffield
Alexander W. Smith
Holly Stogsdill
Rachel M. Stroia**
Claudette M. Taylor
Abebaw S. Teshome*
Jimmy Tran**
Thanh Thuong Tran
Kelin Velasquez
Kerrie Watson
Aretha M. Welcome
Briggs**
Jahkia M. Yancey*
Jamal Young
Marco R. Zingariello*

Music Concentration
Valery L. Gonzalez
Patrick Wood**
Physics Concentration
Benjamin K. Kharpertian*º
Phuc Vy Mach*º
Shun Miyamoto*º
Marwan Rahmatullah Qari

Psychology Concentration
Sarah Johann Aboulmal*º
Bruna Afonso
Celina Almeida
Hamza A. Alshaibani*º
Franciana Antoine
Kendra M. Attridge
Benson Bain*º
Gissell Bello
Anna Y. Berestova*º
Brittany M. Blasetti*º
Brianna G. Boland*º
Wilangge Calderon
Luz M. Caraballo*º
Daniela Carvajal*º
Duanny Chalas
Kwun Y. Chan
Ivy T. Chang
Daniella R. Colozzo*º
Patrick E. Coren*º
Cassandra Corona
Racine M. Crooks*º
Rebecca L. Crovello
Luis Miguel Cruz*º
Yasmara Cuevas*º
Shirley E. De la Cruz-Garcia*º
Amanda De Oliveira
Danielle L. Dipesa
Deven Ferguson-Perez*º
Caroline Fernandez
Christos J. Floros*º
Lavell Fulks
Julianne Gale
Maria L. Goncalves-Cristo*º
Chaimae Guerina
Andrew M. Han
Jessica N. Henry*º
Kionna C. Jacobs*º
Pamela L. Jean-Louis
Kham B. Joseph
Bridget A. Karpenko
Patricia A. Kiely*º
Songi Kim*º
Frances Anna Kimball-Katz*º
Monique R. Knight
Bailey*º
Ilias Kringos
Natapat Lazarus*º
Leqi Liang
Carolina Londono
Louisa S. Lubin
Simon Luong
Bailey Marie MacNutt
Markella L. Mathurin
Naomi G. Mejia
Manzanares*º
Alexzander C. Miller*º
Karlin A. Moore*º
Kaleigh Murphy
Robin V. Nixon
Yesli J. Paez-Lopez*º
Olivier Pamphile
Rose C. Pierre
Karen X. Pierre-Louis*º
Takalia Pina
Belice Puentes*º
Brianda P. Reyes
Rigoberto A. Reyes
Yadling E. Richemond
Stacey C. Roberts
Jose A. Santiago*º
Lucas A. Saravia
Jill R. Sirois*º
La Shawn K. Soares*º
Jacqueline B. Souza
Georgiana G. Swarry
Jazmin Tejeda
Consuelo E. Toledo*
Savoun Vath
Romy Verdieu
Sonia Margarita Vivas*º
Corinne E. Wilkerson
Markita S. Woodard*º
Quenten A. Wyche-Wall
Angela Yang*º

Sociology Concentration
Thomas A. Allen*
Cynthia Burrell
David Craig*º
Lily F. Grogan*º
Nia Lamrock*º
Charles Markland*
Olivia Marks
Stephan Pierre
Joanna M. Romero
Theresa Tarbell*º

Theatre Concentration
Jeffrey P. Lyons*º
Peter Omoregie Edewi*º
Endri Plaku

World Studies Emphasis
In addition to the Associate of Arts degree, these students have met the requirements for World Studies Emphasis:
Ahmed Z. Abusharkh*º
Robertha Alexis-Jeudy*º
Abdullah Almotawa*º
Andira B. Alves*º
Gissell Bello
Peter J. Broderick*
Genesis Carmona
Christopher J. Casey*º
Shao Chen*
Keith Clark*º
Sarah G. Clement
Guery Colas*
Michael A. Costantini*
Roselin C. Covas
Alda H. Dasilva
Sara Dawoud*º
Lydia De Carvalho
Ferreira*º
Bertha M. Del Valle*
Izabella Demedeiros*º
Celma C. Dos Santos Fern
Jill E. Ferro*
Diego Omar Flores
Neyra
Paul Foley
Brenda R. Garcia
Ivette Garcia
Reina Guevara Perez*º
Thiago J. Gunha*
Richard Guzman*
Marian E. Hajjar
Christian J. Hashem*
Amira Hodzic*º
Brittany A. Hunter*
Thomas C. Jenkins*º
Cassandra W. Josaphat
Rabbi Malemba Kasanda*º
Essi Kwasi*º
Rachelle Laine
Sarah Lesniak*º
Franz Louis
Jeffrey P. Lyons*º
Matthew D. Lyons*
Ambar C. Mateo*º
Juliari P. Medrano
Naomi G. Mejia
Manzanares*º
Eduardo Moreno
Ashley M. Murray*
Camille A. Nichols*º
Gloria E. Nieves Arvelo
Shumpei Ochi
Juliet Elisabeth O’Leary
Constantino Pannullo

* Honors  º Alpha Kappa Mu
2018 COMMENCEMENT

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCES

Administrative Information Management Option
Anita Jelonjic

Baking and Pastry Arts Option
Youssef Bousseecsou
Michelle L. Everitt
Jared L. Huynh*
Dominique James**
Dacia S. Jordan**
Elizabeth Margaret Mazzarella
Vanessa Pimentel

Biology Transfer Option
Charles K. Abakah**
Michael Asenso
Richecardine Bichotte
Kasey Byrd**
Malina Chan*
Brandon S. Cook
Linh Nhat Dang**
Thuy Dao**
Charles D. De Farias*
Kennedy M. Dos Santos
Noon E. Elhassan*
Gabriella Esparzaschupchek*
Alaina S. Gouthier*
Jihane Hamdani**
Phuong T. Hoang*
Mia L. Holtzapple**

Biomedical Engineering Option
Beth C. Howard**
Michelle Hughes
Rose Joseph
Cynthia Laroche
My Ngoc Khanh Le*
Helen Lokhmanenko**
Ngoc B. Mai*
Patrick Moreira
Kristina L. Nickerson*
Katiana Pierre**
Diana M. Rodriguez
Jose Santos**
Seemal S. Sheikh
Larissa P. Silva
Charmaine G. Toppin*
Ngoc Thi Dang Truong**
Tatiana Tsapaeva**
Daniel M. Villarreal
Thanh Von
Ruby Zhu**

Biotechnology Option
Carlos Aleman
Luiz Gustavo De Oliveira
Eman Ezzaldeen
Sara Hamadani**
Kassia C. Inacio
Helen Lokhmanenko**
Amha Mulaw
Jeshua Nevison
Elisa Oboni
Ernst Occius
Amanda M. Sampaio**
Brian J. Umana
Amylee G. Van

Business Administration/Accounting Option
Jesus M. Asuncion
Navel M. Avalo
Bineta Ba**
Jayson C. Baker*
Becky Baozhu Chen*
Liang Chen
Dezzann Mahalia Chin**
Nathalie De la Rosa*
Yuri Eguchi*
Fatima Fadi**
Brooklyn M. Finch

* Honors    Alpha Kappa Mu
2018 COMMENCEMENT

Taris Wilson Jr  
Serene Wong  
Ming Feng Wu*  
Jiraporn R. Yurk*  
Caiyun Zhong*  
Daniel K. Zottor*

Business Administration/Entrepreneurship Option  
Corey Fiasconaro  
Suthi Jarat Jarungkiat*

Business Administration/Finance Option  
Ahmed Ali  
Majed A. Belselah  
Asmita Devkota*  
Marcus Diaz*  
Thanh My Diep*  
Guy-Serge D. Douzan*  
Angelica Flores*  
Luis Gutierrez*  
Liliana Herrera*  
Steven Ho*  
Steeven Jean Gilles*  
Asuka Kawata*  
Tejan Lala  
Ariana M. Lotto*  
Jinhan Lyu*  
Analia S. Piqueras de Gianello*  
Mohamed Sadour*  
Sarin Sang*  
Anass Sarhane  
Mei Ling Theng*  
Makiko Tomita*

Business Administration/International Business Option  
Damiano Grillo  
Mourad Nabil  
John K. Oliveira  
Shihai Wang

Business Administration/Management Option  
Renata F. Alves Maclel*  
Shaniece Chappell  
Philippe Chery  
Carlos A. Cordoba  
Ozgecan Dulger  
Mark M. Fichtner  
Carlos S. Garcia  
Beverley Gayle  
Jorge A. Herrera  
Navarro*  
Steeven Jean Gilles*  
Diamond K. Jones  
Gilbert Kalonda**  
Prajina Khadge*  
Lin Luo*  
Jacob Michael Mahan*  
Michelle S. Mao  
Mohamedghali Mkabri*  
Loretta Morgan  
Yves Ontala M’baye  
Ashley R. Paquet**  
Solanyi M. Perez  
Encarnacio  
Agnes D. Regis*  
Thatiana A. Silva*  
Lucimar Siqueira  
Khany Quang K. Vong  
Modern Wilson  
Sandy Y. Wong*

Business Administration/Sport Management  
Dora Horvath**  
Santiago Vera Picasso**

Business Administration/Taxation Option  
Mona Mtet**  
Katherine J. Palencia**

Cardiac Sonography Option  
Nicole Carruthers*  
Jonathan D. Chung*  
Marcel J. Danjou**  
Erik M. Ferrara*  
Tue Dac Ho*  
Brittany L. McIntire*  
Lea M. Morrison*  
Noelx Paulino*  
Daniel M. Spiegel*  
Brittney Strodder*

Computer Science Transfer Option  
Roberto H. Caetani*  
Garry Alexander  
Chandra*  
Steven Cruickshank  
Mussie T. Demisse**  
John C. Diggins**  
Seun T. Eguntola**  
Bouchaib Elansari*  
Olga Gavrylichenko*  
Kai Heng He  
Lounis Idir  
Nils Johnson*  
Thanh D. Lam**  
Yen Le*  
Zheng Li  
Evan Liu*  
Rachid Makhroubi*  
Thuc D. Nguyen  
Henry O’Connor*  
Derek Otcaske*  
Aliaksei Petrushevich**  
Luat D. Pham*  
Matthew F. Roberts**  
Prakrit Saetang*  
Ameena Saajad**  
Birva Nitinkumar Sevak*  
Giancarlo Soriano  
Alexander Y. Sun**  

Sebastian Vasco*  
Izak K. Woodferren**  
Donglin Zhang*  
Xianbin Zhen**

Computer Support Specialist Program  
Iris Y. Castaneda**  
Cornelia Van Hazinga**

Criminal Justice  
Elvira E. Avelar  
Eri T. Carney  
Corey R. Chambers  
Michael Cleary  
Jose A. Correia  
Rhemi A. Costa**  
Sergio Costa  
Eri A. Cromartie  
Kelly Echeverri*  
Shacoya T. Elmore  
Rowanny G. Estrella  
Catarina Fanfa  
Tomas S. Fernandez*  
Sandra I. Figueroa-Rosario  
Mayerling German  
Tejeda  
Jamall Gill  
Paula I. Gomes Tavares  
Moreno  
Yvonne T. Grant  
Minh Hoang  
Carol O. Huen  
Orlando Jacquet  
Sabian C. Jenkins  
Ermir Jeshili  
Giovanna Lorenzet  
Tawnee M. Maestas*  
Aaliyah U. Mendes  
David Michael  
McDermott  
Shawna McNeill*  
Elba B. Mejia-Zapata  

* Honors  
° Alpha Kappa Mu
Mustafa Mirza*
Mohamed Mohamed
Stephanie M. Moscardini
Anas S. Mtet*
Jeannetty Nova
Leisha M. Ocasio*
Keshena D. Octavien
Lindsay E. Olsen
Amanda Ortiz*
Adrian Pardenilla*
Charles T. Park
Cassandre Pierre Louis**
Mohamed Qasim*
Daniel C. Roche
Rosanna D. Rodriguez
Katerin Roman
Ashley M. Santos-Rodriguez
Pamella Saunders
Jameson Semzerier
Daniel William Shannon
Eileen M. Soto
Marie Louise St Germain
Anthony D. Stoico
Ian Sullivan*
Chelsea C. Sutherland**
Jovanny A. Taveras*
Saro K. Thorn*
Tanasia D. Tibbs
Brian J. Trainor
Cathy Vasquez*
Christine A. Velez*
Devaughn White**
Shicheng Xu
Jefferson Zamora*

** Honors        º Alpha Kappa Mu

Cybersecurity Option
Eludin Algarín
Donna Cecchi**
Nhan Van Duong*
Fnu Gurpreet Singh
Purna B. Malla*
Ronny Marquez
Rodley R. Rene
Scott D. Serino**
Daljit Singh*
Robert Valin**

Database Programming & Administration Option
Tanyasha Henry**

Early Childhood Development
Antoneta B. Alves*
Zenia K. Ampey
Anna Emilia Azar**
Lenisa Batista Da Silva
Kerline Natacha Bourdeau
Kathlynn Brusgulis
Eri Delahanty
Jennifer Guerrero**
Shannon Haggerty*
Malcolm T. Haiston
Christina M. Johnsson*
Katelyn Martinez
Melissa R. Michel
Catie B. Monteiro
Narlie F. Monteiro
Jennifer Ochoa*
Tahire M. Oller
Irlande Saintil

Molly K. Sortino*
Georgenia C. Toussaint
Tamari J. Washington
Joana Xuveli

Electric Power Utility
Reed T. Azevedo*
Taireik Branco
Nickolas Cabrál*
Zachary R. Dacosta
Thuan D. Do
John J. Glynn*
Luke Harnett
Jennifer E. Hernandez
Kichther Lubin*
Quentin Meekins*
Madison Murphy*
Arides P. Oliveira
Andrea G. Ortiz*
Joshua Papas*
Joseph Pisaturó
Omar Solis*
Zachary Joseph Stupalski*
Christopher James Wiseman*

Engineering Transfer Option
Christopher T. Grouard**
Patrick B. Yepmo**

Environmental Science
Koyuki Adachi
Christopher Carter
Georgina L. Gemayel**
Jackie Phelisia Tsanga
Mbindza
Jean Claude Valcourt

Finance Option
Libertine E. Collado

Fine Arts Option
Shiding Chen*
Vianka M. Farro
Nasri Guzman**
Erald Kolici*
Shuming Ni*
Wanting Ren*

Culinary Arts
Rams Cleef Beauvais
Sonia Benjamin**
Tamia M. Berry
John Cliff Datilus
Rachael Davis*
Denzel Harper*
Shanae N. Jones

Culinary Arts
Rams Cleef Beauvais
Sonia Benjamin**
Tamia M. Berry
John Cliff Datilus
Rachael Davis*
Denzel Harper*
Shanae N. Jones
Fire Protection and Safety
Lucas Aviles
Amanda N. Blume
Michael J. Campanale
Kiki Cromwell
Philip Raymond Gladu*
Eric Lamb
Michael P. McGonagle*
John C. O’Connor
Shawn P. Rzeznikiewicz
Kevin W. Weigold*

General Sonography
Oria V. Colon*
Amy L. Dalrymple*
Diana Cristina Loiola Foggiaatoo-Braz**
Vikrant Jangra*
Karen L. Levesque*
Christine C. Parker*
Ashley J. Relf*
Naoual Zerouali Maakoul**

Gaming/Computer Artist Track Simulation Option
Keife L. Beckford**
Shelle P. Gaye
Danny Jaramillo
Marbin Morales Tejada
Brenda J. Ray**
Canan A. Reisoglu*
Leo G. Zackular*

Gaming/Computer Simulation
Shannon R. Colbath
Raffaele Dacova
Johnny K. Eng
Richard Mendez
Robert Tien Minshull
Nicholas A. Pinto*
Asia N. Robinson
Tennyso
Yongan Yu*

Gaming/Computer Programming Track Simulation Option
Ivaldo R. Dasilva**

Gas Utility Technology Degree Option
David Gibson*
Michael Malinowski
Kevin D. Wiley*

Information Technology Security Option
Hatim Fagrac**
Piero Sgarbi**
Tobey Vargas

Information Technology Transfer Option
Kinner Mahesh Adhwaryu*
Adebisi Adeyemi Akinola*
German A. Ayala**
Felix Adolfo Balda Mujica
Meet Shaileshkumar Gajjar*
Younes Jabir**
Sisha Liu*
Milton A. Mateus Neto
Paramita K. Miller
Erendira Revuelta Corral*
Roberto Gustavo Reyes Noguera**
Joel J. Rivera
Manuel Sanchez
Fnu Shukrullah*

Human Services
Jennifer N. Alvarez
Matthew A. Belcher*
Linda Catwell**
Karla L. Davis**
Neile M. Dedmon
Etzaire Fevrin*
Kenya T. Gordon
Berline Robillard*
Stephanie Rodriguez**
Karen Schiavo

Hotel Restaurant Management
Nicholas A. Amatucci
Kenny K. Chan
Ariana M. Chapin*
Mayumi Choi*
Shaner Deng*
Lucilina Depina
Latoya Johnson
Nanaa Kohlbach**
Karina Kuznetsova*
Yuleysi M. Luna
Jose E. Perez
Nguyen Thi Ngoc Pham*
Yani V. Pirrello*
David E. Quezada
Sayo Shingu*
Palwinder Singh
Ana Teixeira**
Shannan M. Wilson
Xin Rong Zhou*

Media Communication
Bruce Tham

Medical Information Management Option
Stephanie J. Beattie
Sana Benfibad**
Dina Benyoussef**
Sarah Boucherka
Jem Cabrera
Karina M. Carrillo Portil*
Tu Thanh Dao**
Patricia V. Dos Santos
Hafida Elbaz*
Briahna L. James
Tiffany V. Jones
Sangita Khadka*
Ivana Kotseva*
Shanaya S. Malcolm
Marcia S. Pimenta*
Gisel Pimentel Garcia*
Gertrude Ac Saint-Cyr Bastien
Stacy Silva**
Deneen Smythwick**
Lauren White*

Medical Laboratory Technician
Annet R. Ajok*
Rinchen Dolma**
Shara C. Goolsby*
Felicite Tankeu
Ngongang Njieptchi*
Erin D. Norberg*
Latonya L. Paulino**
Jean R. Saint Fort*
Kelsey Schilperoort*
Sean A. Uzzi*

* Honors * Alpha Kappa Mu
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Medical Radiography
Whitney Adrien*  
Jaron Anderson*  
Megan E. Borsari-Finn*  
Izabelle Brown*  
Zachary J. Casaletto  
Dena L. Cruthird  
Karina B. Cruz Merino*  
Catherine L. Davis*  
Ashley N. DeFilippo*  
Melissa Desrosiers*  
Maria Ducey*  
Jacquelin M. Guevara*  
Eva J. Kielasinski*  
Zainab Lakhani*  
Taylor MacCario*  
Colleen McCaslin*  
Fatima C. Melara*  
Carleen Mellon  
Lawrence R. Moore*  
Marwan M. Mourtada*  
Stephanie Noonan*  
Danielle Oakley*  
Wicleche Odvil*  
Daniel J. O’Reilly*  
Thinh Pham*  
Maria L. Rosa-Torres*  
Jennifer R. Snook*  
Ricardo Surpris  
Colette Telcira*  
Abdurehman Yasin*

Network Technology and Administration Option
Amanda L. Abdul-Jabbar*  
Olusegun A. Adedeji*  
Victoria J. Baez*  
Paultre Darbouze*  
Mohamed N. El Alami  
Kalin G. Georgiev*  
Nacer Hassan*  
Mohamed Ibrahim*  
Thanaphon Indrakamphaeng*  
Nicolas J. Ioven*  
Richard G. Lincy*  
Andres E. Magana  
Thiago Miranda  
Eric Musisi*  
Thien Nguyen*  
Jean C. Nunez*  
Esmeralda Pemberthy*  
Dorian Qojdeshi*  
Eddison Razon*  
Dat C. Vien*  

Paramedics Studies
Matthew Burrell*  
Matthew Lafleur*  
Sai Y. Oicata-Chacon*  
Miguel Antonio Ortiz  
Anthony R. Rovito  
Jovany Salazar*  

Registered Nursing
Gessica A. Adriano*  
Tazmyn Androvett*  
Joselin B. Benitez  
Tameka K. Bennett-Reid*  
Leyinska M. Berbere  
Aicha Bouirabdane*  
Khadija Bouirabdane*  
Rachelle A. Bourdeau  
Lucas H. Braz*  
Chanell Burgos  
Jodi A. Caruso*  
Gertha Chery  
Marie Francia Chery  
Christopher Chianese*  
Cinzia Coppola  
Keila Correia*  
Daniel Dailey*  
Allison M. Daneu  
Zilma Carolina De Escobar*  
Pamela Y. Deamelio  
Rutcharnar N. Desir*  
Sonam Dickey*  
Timothy Driscoll*  
Hildy S. Eiten  
Karen A. Esty*  
James Evans*  
Marisa Fernandez  
Ibtsissame Fijiane*  
Jarilis Fontanez  
Grace M. Gachanja*  
Kayla R. Geddis  
Claudia Gerard*  
Giorgia Goncalves Repiso  
Sharifah R. Hanif-Hernandez*  
Danielle S. Hartley  
Angela Helmerson*  
Timothy Herrick*  
Elizabeth T. Hickey*  
Rita Van Ho*  
Hue Huynh  
Albert D. Katzmark*  
Melinda Kiley  
Christine Leite*  
Suiki Liao*  
Shauna L. Loris  
Ryan Lynch*  
Sarah McGrath*  
Justin Mc Lynch*  
Timothy James McNally  
Yulissa Medina  
Deborah M. Mendez  
Arnaud Momo Fopa  
Yuly Sierra Mosca*  
Jocktan Mwaisaka*  
Juddy K. Mwaisaka*  
David A. Myers  
Natalya Nalitkina*  
Judith N. Nfonge*  
Lien K. Nguyen*  
Kristen B. Norman

Medical Radiography
Jean Marc David*  
Shiori Goto*  
Yuleysi M. Luna  
Saori Nakata*  
Kristina M. Sabatino*  
Binka I. Shishmanova*  
Alex L. Tristan-Ribeiro  
Shannan M. Wilson

Network Technology and Administration Option
Amanda L. Abdul-Jabbar*  
Olusegun A. Adedeji*  
Victoria J. Baez*  
Paultre Darbouze*  
Mohamed N. El Alami  
Kalin G. Georgiev*  
Nacer Hassan*  
Mohamed Ibrahim*  
Thanaphon Indrakamphaeng*  
Nicolas J. Ioven*  
Richard G. Lincy*  
Andres E. Magana  
Thiago Miranda  
Eric Musisi*  
Thien Nguyen*  
Jean C. Nunez*  
Esmeralda Pemberthy*  
Dorian Qojdeshi*  
Eddison Razon*  
Dat C. Vien*

Paralegal Studies
Renee E. Avignon  
Elizabeth D. Bratton*  
Troy A. Byner  
Paula Da Silva*  
Imane R. Da Silveira*  
Laura De la Rosa*  
Shixsovech Florian  
Hannah J. Hazlett*  
Melissa A. Hennigan*  
Karyn E. Lockhart*  
Ehony R. Martin  
Racy Martinez*  
Solangt C. Martins  
Paige McSorley  
Olumide O. Oke  
Jose A. Pineda Portillo*  
Celine M. Ramsingh*  
Yahaira E. Rodriguez*  
Justin Schlegel*  
Xiaoping Wang*
Kristen K. O’Callaghan
Ruby Isioma
Okechukwu**
Deanna Oxley
Josefina Penzo Rojas
Matthew R. Perry*
Brenda J. Pierna
Matthew E. Piontkowski*
Dana Pirone
Makieu F. Rhida**

Rocco Rinaldi
Maybelline Gabriela Santiago**
Angela Schmidt*
Letisha S. Sebakka*
Gina Senat*
Lauren A. Shapiro*
Ate T. Shiferaw
Tony Sidhu*
Stephen F. Smith Jr*

Ashlie P. Taylor*
Sharon J. Trano*
Anastasiia S. Trykhlib**
Kristin L. Willis
Lilya Zhylinski*

Web Development Program
Pedro F. Canchari
Palomino*
Dennis Popovs*

Visual Design Option
Luke P. McMahon
Hamid Turabi
Phuong Hoang Vu*

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Administrative Support Specialist
Sabnam Mohammed Ashraf*
Sonja M. Horrace
Novelin Litamahuputty
Coraima Santos

Business Administration / Accounting Information
Lucrecia N. Alvarez
Onnicha Amornchaithawat
Daphney D. Bernier
Bouchaib Boukantar*
Philippe Chery
Jacques M. De Souza
Kateryna Kabanova
Ryan Liang
Merysol MacKinnon
Paul Nelson
Lidia Rego*
Dinkinesh Seifu
Clare A. Stone
Nga T. Vo
Bao Pan Weng
Tiara L. Williams
Karl Xu

Business Administration Entrepreneurship
Surnaiya Afrooz
Salman Alam
Rufat Aliyev
Jason W. Ambrose
Isaac Batola
Lam Nguyen

Business Administration Sport Management
Jordan Reynolds

Business Administration / Taxation
Adanech Woldemariam

Central Processing
Sanan Benchik
Samira Bouzaghou
Cintia I. Correia
Yehia Elshafey
Jeff Fleuriestil
Samira Harchaoui
Mark R. Haskell
Robert Hawkins
Rachelle Jilet
Mohamed El Ouatiki
Tiesha Owens

Jean D. Rivera
Evandro H. Silva
David A. Tapia
Dereje T. Wakeyo
Neil West

Cisco Systems CCNA
Rogenzo A. Cruickshank
Paultre Darbouze
Beatrice Deliperi
Mohamed N. El Alami
Chang W. Lin
Camy J. Marcellus
Yohancy R. Nova

CompuBrain Tomography
Steven B. Andrade
Carolyln Arruda
Heather L. Barboza
Justin Brennan
Connie Jean Demello
Anthony Fortin
Katherine A. McMurry
Kristen M. Moulton
Nicole Shimabukuro
Jovan C. Smith
Erin P. Thompson
Erin Damelle York

Computer Forensics
Amanda C. O’Loughlin

Computer Support Specialist
Alexander Aponte
Iris Y. Castaneda*
Ram Kaspal
Yohancy R. Nova
Juan Manuel Quintero
David J. Timony

Culinary Arts
Nicole Kimberly Antonizick
Justin Bertrand
Roberto Isidro Guardado
Rochelle Legail M. Hinds
Ayano Kobayashi
David M. Nguyen
Deirdre Townes
Duong Dai Vu
Sarajean Wright
Junying Zhu

Data Management
Swarnalatha Nemalapuri

* Honors  ° Alpha Kappa Mu
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Data Management
(Fast Track)
Adamson B. Alvar* Phuoc Dang Hari K. Maharjan Anastasiya Melekhavets Fnu Shukrullah Juliana M. Simms

Database Support Specialist
Claudette Aspilaire Robert Holahan* Pranvera Hoxha Margarita Vasilevna Lgova*

Early Childhood Development

Energy and Sustainability Management
Jill E. Ferro Fernando A. Ibarran Del Canto

Excel Applications Support Specialist
Wai Lun Tang

Fire Protection and Safety
Amanda N. Blume

Health Information Technology

Hotel / Restaurant Management
Justin Bertrand Bob Brennick Ma. Amparo Rossi*

Information Technology Security
Adam Callanan Winder V. Demelo Amanda C. O’Loughlin

Law Enforcement
Yeny Alvarez Daniel H Mariam* Mathew J. Henao Walky Joseph

Magnetic Resonance (MRI)
Karla Delomba Amanda Lee Leahy Ivy Li Nicole M. Roberto Paul G. Sullivan Arielle Watt

Mammography
Laila Ammar Aimee E. Barbosa Loubna Benkarim Denielle Milton Boisvert Stacey Dunlap Leanne A. Milton Caroleanne O’Kane Amanda Spence

Medical Assistant

Medical Information Management Assistant
Halima Amrani Tiffany V. Jones Marisa E. Maldonado Kate M. Roberts Gertrude Ac Saint-Cyr Bastien Tatiana D. Zayas Sanchez

Medical Interpreting
Fernando Alvarez Milto
Mina Chaibat  
Marvin J. Diaz  
Tamou El Haous  
Regina M. Feliz  
Adriana Beatriz Flores  
Luisana Gonzalez  
Ramdane Hanouti  
Lizbeth Lopez  
Beatriz Ramos  
Maria Valdez  
Katheryne Vergara  
Bermudez

**Meeting & Event Planning**

Ariana Nazario

**Microsoft Application Support Specialist**

Iris Y. Castaneda  
Ram Kaspal

**Network Technology Administration**

Hassan Fares  
Richard G. Maddock  
Jean Carlo F. Montes  
Reyna  
Dat C. Vien

**Object Oriented Programming/Design**

Ruchelly P. Almeida  
Steven Cruickshank  
Mussie T. Demisse  
Yen Le  
Rachid Makhroubi  
Derek Otcasek  
Aliaksei Petrusevich

**Paralegal Studies**

Katheryn Dempster  
Lindsay E. Olsen  
Rocio D. Taveras Baez

**Pastry Arts**

Hellen L. Carreno  
Rachael Davis  
Rediat A. Gessese  
Roberto Isidro Guardado  
Marcos Daniel Lomelli  
Trejo  
Eki O. Alonge  
Callie Grace Reardon  
Victoria M. Silkis  
Deirdre Townes

**Patient Care Technician**

Peter J. Christopher  
Shanica Denis  
Grace L. Lopez  
Ann T. McLaughlin  
Jennyka E. Miranda  
Skye A. Nunez  
Edwine Paillant Jean

**PC Hardware Support Specialist**

Peter A. Caron  
Iris Y. Castaneda  
Ziaul Islam  
Ram Kaspal  
Yohancy R. Nova  
Juan Manuel Quintero

**Pharmacy Technician**

Rashida E. Abbas  
Michael Asenso  
Wanda F. Bartell  
Brian Bernadeau  
Gabrielle Bonner  
Cynthia Cona Dang  
Christina Nicole Dwyer  
Salem F. Estifanos  
Monique Evans  
Mima Guevara  
Margareth Jacques  
Kuldeep Kaur  
Jia Ling Liu  
Giovanni L. Llanes  
Latesha K. Lovell  
Rita G. Manicone Rufo  
Robin Rafael Martinez  
James Melton  
Laura I. Mercado-Torres  
Mohammed Omar  
David L. Parker  
Maxiel Peguero  
Phuc Nguyen Hong Tran  
Liwen Yang  
Liu Yanping

**Practical Nursing**

Risikat Alapafuja  
Bryana Beauregard  
Inna Bondarenko  
Regine Annie Cenatus  
Myrnah Clerge  
Licinia Dossantos  
Carla Frejuste  
Hasna Houdna  
Pema Lama  
Micaelle N. Louinord  
Pamela M. Seraphine  
Jessica Navarro  
Sarah NoelSaint  
Alexandra G. Saint-Elus  
Erika Schiffer  
Ana Y. Thomas  
Jialing Wang  
Jahkia M. Yancey  
Rosette N. Zihalirwa

**Professional Human Services Work**

Maura Conroy  
Micauryys Guzman  
Mairysse Hyppolite  
Belice Puentes  
Jessica Ramponeau  
Dhariza Santos

**Psychiatric Rehabilitation**

Frank Jones

**Surgical Technology**

Francisco A. Baez  
Rafaela Braga  
Marilyn Cardona  
Sara F. Chaj  
Julia Coley  
Bridge Collins  
Marlene Dorvil-Memeus  
Hlima Farhate  
Yanibiel M. Felipe  
Melissa Gomes-Rodriguez  
Nilmarie Gonzalez  
Danelle Henry  
Chaoqun Huang  
Jhon E. Lloreda Loaiza  
Matt Mancini  
Rebecca C. Meged  
Wilber A. Monzon  
Pantaleon  
Nehemie L. Pierre  
Sade D. Portis  
Jannat Talbi  
Tyrone Tribbett  
Charlene Villa  
Besmir Xhuti

**Web Development**

Mark Donatelli  
Thomas A. Newell  
Blanche A. Thomas

**Web Development in Entrepreneurship**

Blanche A. Thomas
Chronology of Speakers

Chronology of Commencement Speakers

1975 Harold E. Shively, President, Bunker Hill Community College

1976 The Honorable Michael J. Harrington, Member of Congress from the 6th Congressional District of Massachusetts

1977 Eli Ginsburg, Economist and Educator, Director of the Conservation of Human Resources Project at Columbia University

1978 Ralph L. Bruno, Adele K. Cannizzaro Castater, and Dorothy J. Gomez, Degree Candidates

1979 Maria A. Brown, William S. Harold and Kathleen Monagle, Degree Candidates

1980 Herbert I. Gross, Professor of Mathematics, Bunker Hill Community College

1981 Anne R. Umansky, Associate Professor of Communication, Bunker Hill Community College, and Judith Ann Adelizzi, Degree Candidate

1982 Johnnetta B. Cole, Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education, University of Massachusetts Amherst

1983 The Honorable Paul D. Lewis, Associate Justice, Boston Juvenile Court

1984 The Honorable Foster Furcolo, Administrative Law Judge, U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission, former Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

1985 Linda Harris, Broadcast Journalist, WBZ-TV, Boston

1986 Joseph Duffey, Chancellor, University of Massachusetts Amherst

1987 The Honorable Raymond L. Flynn, Mayor, City of Boston

1988 Harold E. Shively, President, Bunker Hill Community College

1989 The Honorable Richard A. Voke, Massachusetts State Representative, Chairman of the House Committee on Ways and Means

1990 Mike Barnicle, Newspaper Columnist, Boston Globe

1991 Liz Walker, Broadcast Journalist, WBZ-TV Eyewitness News Co-anchor

1992 The Honorable Joseph P. Kennedy II, United States Congressman

1993 The Honorable Joyce London Alexander, United States Magistrate Judge

1994 The Honorable Peter W. Agnes, Jr., Managing Justice of the Chelsea Court

1995 Rosaria Salerno, Community Leader, Boston City Clerk

1996 James S. Dilday, Professor, Criminal Justice, Bunker Hill Community College, and Susan T. Dole, BHCC Counselor

1997 The Honorable John Kerry, United States Senator

1998 William J. Grize, President and Chief Executive Officer, The Stop & Shop Supermarket Company

1999 The Honorable Jane Swift, Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts
2000  Dr. Joan Wallace-Benjamin, President and Chief Executive Officer, Urban League of Eastern Massachusetts

2001  The Honorable Roderick L. Ireland, Associate Justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

2002  Gerardo Villacrés, Executive Director, Hispanic-American Chamber of Commerce

2003  Andrea J. Cabral, Sheriff, Suffolk County Sheriff's Department

2004  Amadou Lamine Bâ, Ph.D., Ambassador of Senegal to the U.S.

2005  Frances Rivera, 7NEWS Anchor/Reporter

2006  Marjorie Clapprood, Executive Director, One Family, Inc.


2008  Carol R. Johnson, Ed.D., Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools

2009  Gary L. Gottlieb, M.D., M.B.A., President, Brigham and Women’s Hospital

2010  Benjamin S. Carson, Sr., M.D., Director of Pediatric Neurosurgery, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions

2011  Louis Gossett, Jr., Academy Award-winning Actor, and Founder, Eracism Foundation, Inc

2012  Eileen M. Collins, Colonel, U.S. Air Force (Retired)

2013  William H. Swanson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Raytheon

2014  The Honorable Edward J. Markey, Senator for Massachusetts

2015  The Honorable Elizabeth Warren, Senator for Massachusetts

2016  The Honorable Martin J. Walsh, Mayor of Boston

2017  The Honorable Robert A. DeLeo, Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives

Chronology of Faculty/Professional Staff Speakers

In the 1997-1998 academic year, a tradition was established at the College. Faculty and professional staff select one of their colleagues whom they view as an outstanding educator to bring greetings to the graduates.

1997  Richard Klayman, Professor, Social Science Department

1998  John L. Vaccaro, C.P.A., Professor, Business Administration Department

1999  Anne Mansfield Minton, Professor, Social Science Department

2000  Timothy M. McLaughlin, Professor, English Department

2001, 2002  Richard W. Boulware, J.D., Professor and Chair, Criminal Justice Department

2003  Herbert I. Gross, Professor, Mathematics/Physics Department

2004  Michael T. Puopolo, Professor and Chair, Computer Information Technology Department

2005  Deborah J. Westaway, Professor and Chair, Nurse Education Department

2006  Susan T. Dole, Senior Academic Counselor, Advising/Counseling and Assessment

2007  Lucius A. Salisbury III, Professor, English Department

2008  William L. Hoover, Assistant Professor, Science Department
2009 Shirley Cassarà, Ed.D., Professor, Behavioral Science Department

2010 James S. Dilday, J.D., Professor, Legal Studies and Public Safety Department

2011 Timothy M. McLaughlin, Professor and Chair, English Department

2012 Lloyd Sheldon Johnson, Ed.D., Professor, Behavioral Science Department

2013 Jennifer A. Cohn, Associate Professor, English Department

2014 Scott S. Benjamin, Professor, Science and Engineering Department

2015 Enzo Surin, Assistant Professor, English Department

2016 Justice Kumahia, Success Coach, Advising and LifeMap

2017 Aurora B. Bautista, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Behavioral Sciences Department

2004 Ray Monkiewicz, President and Chief Executive Officer, Kayem Foods, Inc.

2005 Thomas S. Cunha, First Vice Chair of the BHCC Board of Trustees and Chair of the Charlestown Neighborhood Council

2007 The Honorable Jarrett T. Barrios, Massachusetts State Senator

2008 Thomas A. Kershaw, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, The Hampshire House Corporation

2009 Gary L. Gottlieb, M.D., M.B.A., President, Brigham and Women’s Hospital

2010 Ronald Bonney, Jr., First Vice Chair of the BHCC Board of Trustees


2013 William H. Swanson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Raytheon

2014 Beverly A. Morgan-Welch, Executive Director, Museum of African American History

2015 John P. McDonough, Interim Superintendent, Boston Public Schools

2016 The Honorable Martin J. Walsh, Mayor of Boston

2017 The Honorable Robert A. DeLeo, Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives

Chronology of President’s Distinguished Service Awardees

1998 Jeanne-Marie Boylan, Executive Vice President and Treasurer, Boston Sand & Gravel Company

1999 Anne Hyde, Esq., Peabody and Brown Law Firm

2000 Guy Santagate, City Manager, Chelsea, Massachusetts

2001 Bing L. Wong, Ph.D., Senior Vice President, Biopure Corporation

2002 Paul Guzzi, President and Chief Executive Officer, Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce

2003 The Honorable Eugene L. O’Flaherty, Massachusetts State Representative
Modern Scholars in Ancient Garb

The color and pageantry marking a college Commencement are rooted in long tradition. The caps and gowns worn by the faculty and the graduating class are also inherited from early medieval universities. Scholars of those days wore the gown and its attached hood for the dual purpose of keeping warm in the drafty, unheated buildings, and of identifying the particular clerical order to which they belonged.

The Gown

The style of the modern academic gown is based on an intercollegiate code established in 1895. The gown is commonly black, differing in type according to the level of the degree held. Gowns of some American and foreign institutions are often of red and other brilliant hues.

The doctor’s gown is paneled in velvet, and has bell-shaped sleeves, each trimmed with three matching velvet bars. The velvet may be black or of the color representing the field of learning in which the degree was earned.

Master’s, bachelor’s and associate gowns have no velvet panels or trims. Sleeves of the master’s are extra long, and are open either at the forearm or the wrist. Those of the bachelor’s and associate gown are pointed and are normal sleeve length.

The Cap

The mortarboard cap is proper for all American degrees, and is worn both indoors and out on all occasions when gowns are used. The tassel, worn over the left front quarter of the cap, may be black or may be in a color representing the degree.

The Hood

The hood is the most striking feature of the costume. Its shape, size and colors show both the degree of the wearer and the college which conferred it, so that anyone attending an academic function in America can distinguish holders of bachelor’s, master’s and doctor’s degrees.

The shell or base of the hood is invariably black, but the lining is the color of the college or university granting the degree. As the faculty and platform party march down the aisle at Commencement, the audience will see the official colors of many colleges and universities represented in the hoods of the participants. Some of these are: Cornell University, carnelian with two white chevrons; Harvard University, crimson; Columbia University, light blue with white chevron; Tufts University, brown and blue.

College trustees or members of boards are permitted to wear a doctor’s gown, but the hood they wear must designate only the degree they actually hold. The president of a college is entitled to wear a specially-designed costume. Trustees and other members of the official party, such as Marshals, may also wear specially-designed caps and gowns. At Bunker Hill Community College, the President, Trustees and Marshals appear in academic regalia which shows the colors of the College—red and white—and which designate, by the use of slight design differences, the office held.

Graduates of two-year colleges are awarded an associate in arts or associate in science degree or a certificate. Successful candidates for the associate degree and the certificate wear a bachelor’s gown without a hood.

Divisions of the Procession

The academic procession at Commencement is made up of three divisions: The candidates for degrees and certificates; members of the faculty; and the President of the College, the Commencement speaker, the Trustees and other dignitaries or officers of the College.

The entire company is led by the Chief Marshal bearing a mace, originally a weapon of defense and a centuries-old symbol of academic authority.

A college or university Commencement symbolizes the induction of the graduates into the guild of scholars, whose tradition reaches back through centuries of western civilization to include all those who sought learning. Graduates can take pride in participating in such an ancient and honorable rite.

--freely adapted from an article by Harold Seymour
Mission of Bunker Hill Community College

Bunker Hill Community College serves as an educational and economic asset for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by offering associate degrees and certificate programs that prepare students for further education and fulfilling careers. Our students reflect our diverse local and global community, and the College integrates the strengths of many cultures, age groups, lifestyles and learning styles into the life of the institution. The College provides inclusive and affordable access to higher education, supports the success of all students, and forges vibrant partnerships and pathways with educational institutions, community organizations and local businesses and industries.

Vision of Bunker Hill Community College

Bunker Hill Community College empowers and inspires students, faculty and staff diverse in identities, experiences and ideas to make meaningful contributions to our local and global communities. The College embodies a spirit of inquiry, critical thought, inclusive excellence and lifelong learning.

Bunker Hill Community College Institutional Values

Bunker Hill Community College Trustees, Faculty, Staff and Students embody the highest academic and institutional integrity through their commitment to:

- Access and Success
- Excellence and Innovation
- Economic and Social Justice
- Inclusiveness and Equity
- Civic Engagement and Service
- Kindness and Respect
- Accountability and Transparency

The Vision, Mission and Values statements were approved by the Board of Trustees, Massachusetts Department of Higher Education and Massachusetts Secretary of Education, October 2014.